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19

PROTECTING A WEB SERVER IS THE ULTIMATE SECURITY JOB.There is a fascinating
array of technology, design, philosophy, and personality embedded in a Web site.There
is no “one-size fits all.”The purpose of a site varies, from intranet to e-commerce and
from simple Web presence to business-to-business. Every day brings new challenges
and opportunities for disaster or ecstasy. On the roller coaster that is Web security,
many elements add to the risk and thus the adventure.The following are some of the 
problems faced:

n The location of the Web server is advertised.
n Services and protocols in use have been around for a while, and specialized

attacks exist.
n New services, protocols, and applications create new security holes and 

problems.
n There are more areas to configure, and more things can go wrong.
n Some organizations live dangerously:They have the attitude that placing the

Web server behind a firewall is all the security you need. (A more prudent 
organization will continually harden and patch the server and its contents.)

n Newly created attacks are occurring all the time.
n The company might have “bet the farm” on the site.The site might be the 

company.
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n Sensitive customer credit and personal information often resides on servers or in
databases exposed to the Web.

n Sensitive organization information often resides on databases or servers exposed
to the Web.

n Security failures often become public knowledge.An attack on an internal server
can often be kept within the corporate family; however, a security breach on a
Web server often results in a defaced home page or other evidence of your 
failure.

Because the risks and opportunities are so great, there is more recognition for the
need for security.The issue is how much security and at what cost.There are different
ways to secure a Web site and different lengths to which you might want to go
depending on risk, monetary restrictions, and policy.

Here are three steps you should take to begin the process:

1. Determine the use of the server. Is it an intranet server that will never be
exposed to the Internet? Is it the corporate presence on the Internet? An 
e-commerce site? Business-to-business? More time should be spent securing 
an e-commerce site than one that purely exists to provide information to inter-
nally located employees. Knowing the purpose of the site will point you in the
right direction.

2. Refine and evaluate the potential threat to the site. Is it a small company or
organization Web site that attracts few users? Or is it Microsoft, IBM, e-bay, the
U.S. government, or some other megalith upon which every renegade will want
to leave a mark? Although no Web site should sit unprotected on any network, it
just doesn’t make sense to ignore social and political factors.

3. Determine the Security Policy of the organization to which the Web site will
belong. Determining the level of security to apply might not be up for discus-
sion.You might have a strict policy that prescribes exactly what to do. If a policy
does not exist,Web site security is a good place to start defining one.You should
also investigate the need for updating any current policy because new risks are
discovered all the time.

When you have an idea of the strength of security for which you are aiming, you can
begin.To help you in that process, this chapter will address areas of concern and will
recommend appropriate steps that need to be taken. In addition, it will outline some
tools that Microsoft has provided, either with the product or available for download.
Finally, some maintenance tips will be included.After all,Web security does not end
when the server goes online; you must constantly monitor and improve security.
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The areas I will cover are
n Securing Windows 2000 Server
n Web site essential security
n Security tools
n Monitoring, measuring, and maintaining security

Securing Windows 2000 Server
The first step in Web security is to secure the server. Starting with a solid security
approach to the basic system is a must for a strong and impenetrable Web server.You
should refer to other sections in this book for more detailed security practices for
securing the operating system. Steps that need to be taken in this area include

n Configuring hardware
n Updating the OS
n Removing or disabling unnecessary services and subsystems
n Reviewing and setting Group Policy
n Understanding and limiting logon and user privileges
n Hardening the file system

Configuring Hardware
Depending on your policy and/or risk assessment, you might provide more or less
physical security for the server.There are two essential elements here. First, you must
make sure the server is in a protected environment that restricts physical access and
protects the server from physical elements. Second, you might want to provide security
protection by physically disabling CD-ROMs and floppy drives. Once the system is
running, you might also want to remove access components such as monitors, key-
boards, mice, and so on when you can.You might also want to add security hardware
such as encryption boards or accelerator boards, locks, and alarms.

Updating the OS
Install service packs and hotfixes as appropriate. Service packs are regression-tested
fixes and usually are safe to add.You should read readme files and look for known
issues. Installing on a test system is always advisable. Hotfixes are more immediate and
thus are not regression tested. Often they are a response to a security issue. Carefully
evaluate each provided fix before installing to see if it is immediately necessary or if
you can wait until it is more thoroughly tested.Test any hotfix on a test system before
rolling it out to all Web servers.Visit http://www.microsoft.com/security for the
latest information on fixes that close security holes.
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Removing or Disabling Unnecessary Components
Wherever possible, remove parts of Windows 2000 that are not necessary for the Web
server to function.Areas you can address are

n Subsystems
n Services and protocols
n Applications

Subsystems

The OS2 and POSIX subsystems support applications written for OS2 and POSIX,
respectively.They are installed when you install Windows 2000.You should remove
these subsystems.Any part of an operating system can prove vulnerable to attack. By
removing excess parts, you are closing potential holes.

Services and Protocols

Services are used to provide additional functionality for the system. Protocols are used
for communication between systems. Each service and every protocol, however, is
another area that might provide a potential hole. It is just common sense to remove 
or disable those that are not needed. If the avenues of attack are limited, attacks are
limited.

Common services and protocols that are removed or disabled on Web servers are
n Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP)
n Network News Transfer Protocol (NNTP)
n File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
n Browser
n NetLogon
n Telnet
n Server

In addition to removing unnecessary elements, unbind NetBIOS from TCP/IP on 
the Internet-exposed interface of the Web server. NetBIOS is used by Windows oper-
ating systems to share files. Many well-known attacks can be utilized when NetBIOS
is present. NetBIOS over TCP/IP is not necessary for users to access your Web site.

In your search for elements that can be safely removed, do not remove anything
until you verify that it is not being used.

Applications

If the server was installed as an intended Web server, you probably will not initially
find extraneous application programs on the server.As the Web server is configured
and the Web site developed, however, it is often tempting to add the tools necessary to
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get the job done. Before putting a server into service, review it and look for programs
that do not belong there. Look for development tools such as Visual Basic,Visual
Studio, C++, and so on and remove them. Make sure to remove applications such as
word processing, spreadsheets, and so on.

Reviewing and Setting Group Policy
The application of Group Policy depends on the role of the server. If the server is a
standalone server, then the Local Security Policy console can be used to set security
options or the Security Configuration and Analysis console can be used to make fur-
ther changes by applying templates. If the server is joined in a domain, then local pol-
icy settings can be overridden by site, domain, or OU Group Policy settings.

Server and Web server settings can be uniformly and centrally applied by using the
appropriate tool. Microsoft supplies three sample Web server security templates that
can serve as a good place to start. In addition, make sure to use other settings that
apply to your circumstances.The Microsoft templates are reviewed in the “Tools”
section later in this chapter.

Understanding and Limiting Logon and User Privileges
Access to your Web server is controlled from more than one interface on the server.
There are two methods for controlling authentication and one for controlling autho-
rization.Authorization, or the capability to use Web resources such as files, programs
or scripts, and printers, is controlled through Discretionary Access Control Lists
(DACLs) placed on the files or the printer object.Authorization is discussed in the 
following section,“Hardening the File System.”

Authentication is configured by a combination of settings in the Windows 2000
interface; both Windows logon accounts and Internet Information Server (IIS) authen-
tication mode are used.When the authentication mode is anonymous, a Windows user
account is still used.

To access resources on a Windows 2000 server, a user must have an account and
prove her identity with a password.Access via HTTP to the Web site is no different;
the server authenticates every single browser request. Most Web access does not
require that you identify yourself; instead, the Web server anonymous account is used.
This anonymous account, the IUSR_computername account, is created when IIS 5.0 is
installed.

All resource access, as well as programs or scripts that run via the browser, runs
under the context of the logon account.This impersonation allows the orderly assign-
ment of access and authority.
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Your job is twofold: controlling access via the Internet through Web services and
controlling access through any other channel. More information on picking an IIS
authentication mode and on the IUSR_computername account can be found later in
this chapter.To control access via the network or from someone with physical access
to the computer, use the local user accounts database and, if applicable, the AD.As in
any server, you should do the following:

n Disable the Guest account.
n Set a strong password for the Administrator account.
n Allow only minimal accounts on the Web server.
n Follow the principal of least privilege and give any user accounts as few 

privileges as possible on the system.
n Thoroughly check user account privileges, group membership, and group 

privileges.
n Follow standard practices for securing the operating system.

Hardening the File System
Pay particular attention to the permission settings on the operating system files.The
default settings protect many critical functions and should not be removed. Note that
the root file system setting after installation still provides access to the Everyone group.
This is to prevent Windows 2000 from overwriting (through inheritance) any DACLs
you might have set for other files on the volume prior to installation.You might want
to adjust that setting to something stronger.Additionally:

n NTFS should be the only file system used, and DACLs should be set.There are
basic types of files on a Web server: those that support the operating system and
those that support the Web site.Although all files should be protected, there will
be different settings for both types.Web server files, folders, and appropriate
DACLs are discussed in the “File Access” section later in this chapter.

n If the Web server is installed on an NTFS volume, the operating system file and
folder DACLs will have the recommended settings. Depending on your policy,
you might want to adjust these settings.Auditing should be configured and set
to monitor permission changes as well as sensitive object access.

n Remove network shares.Web users should be accessing files through HTTP or
FTP, not through file shares.

n The Interactive Users and Network Users implicit groups can be used to aide
you. Membership in these groups is not under administrative control; rather, it
depends on the nature of the logon, locally or over the network.Web users will
be members of the Interactive group. If you use the Interactive User group and
give it special Read for File permission,Anonymous User and Basic
Authentication modes can access the files.When the Network Users group is
given special Read on Files permission,Anonymous, Digest Authentication or
Integrated Windows Authentication modes will be able to access the files.
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n Turn off NTFS 8.3 name generation. Creating old, DOS-style, short names is a
good idea only if you have computers in your environment that need to use
such filenames. In the greater world, however, responsible access to your Web
site is via a browser; it is not necessary or justifiable for users to be able to
browse your directories and see all your files using a command line. Using long
filenames prevents utilities that cannot understand long filenames from doing
their thing—utilities that often are used by attackers.The long filenames also can
slightly improve file system performance.

Securing the Web Site
Securing the Web site requires additional configuration and precautions. In IIS 5.0,
there are new features that require understanding and proper applications. Security
requires attention to the following areas, which will be discussed in this section:

n Configuring general properties with security in mind
n Setting authentication methods
n Setting virtual directory permissions
n Partitioning the Web application space and applying appropriate folder 

permissions
n Setting up Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) if appropriate
n Installing scanner/intrusion software and auditing

General Property and Site Configuration
Several items can be configured in the property pages of the Root folder.They
include

n Setting DNS restrictions. Access can be granted or denied by Internet
domain name.

n Setting IP address restrictions. You can restrict access to a single or group of
IP addresses and prevent access from known or suspected abusers.

n Validating executable content. Before loading and running scripts, executa-
bles, and so on, you must validate them for trustworthiness. Numerous resources
for Web content exist. Before using any code, you should ensure that it does
what it is supposed to and that it neither creates new security holes nor affects
the operation of the server in any harmful way. In addition, you want to make
sure that any code that can be run by or downloaded by the users of your site
will not damage their systems. Code should follow all current laws and your
organization’s ethical standards that involve privacy and so on.

n Enabling logging. By default, logging is not enabled.You should always enable
logging so you can track usage of your account.
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n Making sure the index service is only indexing documentation, not
executables or scripts. Users of your Web site should not be able to locate
executables at their whim.

n Removing sample applications. Sample applications are loaded by default
when IIS is installed.They are invaluable on a development server; they have no
place on a production server.Any executable can offer known and unknown
security risks.You should limit the available applications on your servers to those
you intend for use.

n Disabling directory browsing from the snap-in. This is done to prevent
directory browsing at the root and at its parent.

n Securing FTP. Unless you require an FTP site, do not install this service. If
you require an FTP site, remember that data, including passwords, is sent in the
clear.The best practice is not to attempt to authenticate users via Windows
authentication, but to make the method of authentication anonymous. Secure
FTP site data at the file and folder level by granting appropriate permission to
the anonymous user account.Anonymous login asks for a username and email
address as the password.The IIS 5.0 FTP service is not installed by default. If
installed, it is set for anonymous access by default.

n Removing FrontPage server extensions. A server not hosting FrontPage
Web sites doesn’t need FrontPage; if you plan to use the product later, then set
tight security on FrontPage.

n Setting up auditing. In spite of all your precautions, eventually someone will
be able to intrude and/or administrators will make errors or exceed their
authority.You audit to determine whether this has occurred and to track
changes in permissions and policy. Specific audit settings are recommended in
the “Tools” section later in this chapter.

n Updating the Emergency Repair Disk. The ERD should be updated after
major configuration changes.

FrontPage
Configuring IIS to secure FrontPage Web sites is beyond the scope of this chapter; however, you should

be aware that FrontPage server extensions are installed by default. Unless you need these extensions, you

should either not install them or, if they have been installed, remove them. FrontPage Server extensions

enable some features of pages created with FrontPage and the direct publishing of Web content from the

FrontPage tool to the Web site.

FrontPage Server extensions have no security of their own; you set security by configuring IIS. (FrontPage

sets a permission sheet for FrontPage Webs that controls the access a user has to FrontPage Web pages.)

Information on FrontPage security can be found in the Windows 2000 Server resource kit and at

http://www.microsoft.com/security.
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Anonymous User Account
The anonymous user account, IUSR_computername, is used to provide access to the
Web site when the anonymous method of authentication is chosen.This account is
created during the installation of the IIS service.The password for this account is cre-
ated randomly at this time.The administrator can change the account used and/or the
password. If a new account replaces the default, the account name must be entered in
the General properties page of the IIS Root folder for the default Web site.The pass-
word must be set both in this interface and at the user account level (in Computer
Management if the server is standalone, in Active Directory Users and Computers if
the server is joined in a domain). Control over password changes can be managed in
two ways:

n Use password synchronization. Password synchronization enables the IIS
Admin to control the password. In the IIS property pages, the permission for 
IIS Admin to control password changes can be granted.When a change is made
in the IIS Admin interface, IIS Admin will make that change to the user account
password as well. If this feature is used, the logon type will be a network logon.
A network logon can cause problems with some applications or with access to
files if you have changed them to rely on membership in the interactive group.

This feature was first introduced with IIS 4.0 and is possible because of the use
of subauthentication DLLs, which can be used with the authentication system.
Iissuba.dll is the subauthentication DLL used by IIS 5.0. For more information
on subauthentication, see the Visual Studio 6.0 product documentation.

n Continue to manage the password in both interfaces. This is the default
operation. Logon continues to be interactive. If the password is only changed in
one place, no one can access the site through this account.

The characteristics of the IUSR_computername can be set differently for different Web
sites on the same server and for different virtual directories, directories, and files.This
feature means that, even though access to the Web site does not require a user to log
on, the user’s access to server resources can be controlled at a more granular level.
For example, the two Web sites on Server A in Figure 19.1 each use a different anony-
mous user account. SiteOne uses the UserOne account, and SiteTwo uses the
UserTwo account.Access to all files in each directory is restricted. UserOne has no
access to any files at the SiteTwo site; UserTwo has no access to any files at the
SiteOne site. Even though all files are physically located on the same machine, access is
restricted. In the figure, a person has connected to SiteTwo. He can access files on this
site that have been given access by the anonymous user account UserTwo. If he
attempts to access a file on SiteOne (the arrow with the X), he will be denied access.
All files on this site only will give access to the user account UserOne. By compart-
mentalizing the server in this way, you limit the potential for unauthorized access.
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Although access is open to the public, the user would have to move from one site
to another. He cannot simply make a connection to the server and then access files
anywhere on it. If the Web sites are owned by different companies or departments,
each one can determine the level of access the anonymous user has on its Web site.

Server A File System

OS

Web server Admin files

SiteTwo.com

SiteOne.com

User Account
List:
Administrator
Guest
UserOne
UserTwo

Single session:
Anonymous access
to SiteTwo
www.sitetwo.com

Attempts to access files
that are part of SiteOne

X
Access denied

Can access

Figure 19.1 Using different anonymous user accounts to control resource access.

Authentication
The first step in controlling access to your Web site is the choice of authentication
method or mode.Although every user must log on, you do have a choice of the
authentication mode. Modes available are

n Anonymous
n Basic
n Windows Integrated
n Digest
n Client Certificate Mapping

Anonymous

This is the default method of authentication.The IUSR_computername account is 
used by default.This is the method used when access to your Web site is open to the
public.
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Basic

Basic authentication requires the user to log on, but user account and password infor-
mation are transmitted in cleartext.This leaves the information vulnerable to network
capture and reuse for unauthorized access to the site.

Windows Integrated

To control access by Windows 2000 account name, choose Windows Integrated.Access
to sensitive material can be secured, and it will be harder for intruders to obtain user
account information via network capture. However, not every browser is able to
respond to the Windows authentication challenge. If it cannot, access will be denied.

Digest

Digest authentication is the industry-proposed standard answer to Windows Integrated
authentication. User account and password information can be used to authenticate
users, and information does not travel the network in the clear.

Client Certificate Mapping

Although SSL is often used to authenticate e-commerce servers to browsers, both SSL
and Transport Layer Security (TLS) can also be used to authenticate users to the Web
server.

Windows 2000 Certificate Services can be used to issue user certificates for this
purpose. Certificates from compatible CAs also can be used if mapped to Windows
2000 user accounts and a Certificate Trust List is created for them. (See Chapter 17,
“Enterprise Public Key Infrastructure,” and Chapter 18,“Interoperability.”)

Virtual Directory Security
Virtual directories also have access rights that can be set in the IIS Administrative 
console.They are

n Read
n Write
n Log Visits
n Directory Browsing
n Index this Resource
n Microsoft FrontPage Web (for FrontPage Web sites)

Default access is Read, Log Visits, Index this Resource, and if the site is a FrontPage
Web site, FrontPage Web.The FrontPage Web setting means that the site can be locally
opened (not over the network) using the FrontPage application.
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If the location of a virtual directory is a share on another computer, in IIS 4.0, you
could not set user authentication on the share because user information could not be
passed to the other computer. IIS 5.0 enables you to pass user information through the
user account if the underlying authentication mode supports it.To do so, you will have
to develop a VBscript.

File Access
Each Web site should have different subdirectories (folders) to contain various content.
This way, you can control the access to groups of files. By segregating files, you limit
the type of permission required. Once again, you are following the principle of least
privilege. Because you might need to grant Write access to some folders, you might
not be able to prevent attackers from saving viruses and Trojan horse files to these
folders, but you can prevent them from executing them by reducing permission on the
folder to Read and Write only.Without Execute privileges, the malicious content can-
not be run. Recommended file access permissions are as follows:

n Root folder. Protect the Web site by setting the permission on the root folder
to Deny Access by the Anonymous User Account, and then override this setting
for subfolders by checking the Allow Inheritable Permissions from Parent to
Propagate to this Object check box on each directory to which you want to
grant access. Permissions set on each directory depend on the type of data
within.

n Executable code. Executable programs should be kept separate from script
files.The executable privilege should only be granted on folders that require it
because their content contains authorized executable files. Never give anony-
mous user accounts Write access to these folders.

n Script files. Script files include ASP pages, Internet Database Connector (IDC)
scripts and others. Keeping script files separate from executables enables you to
keep the permissions on these folders at the execute-script level. Never give the
anonymous user account Write access to these folders.

n Static files. Static files such as .JPG, .GIF, and .HTM are meant to be Read
only. Grant the anonymous user only Read permission on these folders.

The Permission Wizard can be run to set the root permissions.The wizard asks ques-
tions and sets permissions according to your answers.

You can further segregate script and executable files into folders that represent dif-
ferent types of executable programs. If you do this, you can set different permissions
on each folder. In addition, if some new attack, bug, or fix becomes known, the
process of handling the issues will be easier.Table 19.1 introduces the Microsoft rec-
ommendations (Windows 2000 Server Resource Kit from Internet Information
Services 5.0 resource guide) for permissions on these types of folders.
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Table 19.1 Recommendations for Permissions on Content Folders

File Type Directory Browsing Authenticated Users
Allowed? Allow Deny

Statis files: .HTM, Yes Read Write
.GIF, .JPG, and so on Anonymous Execute

access

ASP pages—scripts No Execute Read
only
Active Server Pages are
used for server-side
scripting.They can be
used for dynamic Web
pages and to build
applications. (Certificate
Services enrollment pages
are ASP pages.)

ASP page includes No Execute
Read

Server-side includes No Execute (script Anonymous
or execute) access

Common Gateway Yes Execute Anonymous
Interface (CGI) scripts access
only Read

Write

CGI executable Yes Execute Disable
applications (CGI bin) anonymous

access

Internet Server Yes Execute Anonymous
Application Program access
(ISAPI) server extensions, Read
scripts only;API for Write
extensions to IIS

ISAPI filters No Execute Anonymous
access

COM and DCOM No Execute Read
Write
Anonymous
access

Downloadables No Read Execute
(otherwise, the
file will execute
rather than
download)
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Databases should also be stored in separate directories. If the database is on a remote
server, then share the directory and enable the guest account for the IIS 5.0 Web
server that accesses the share. Security will depend on the database. If the database is
an Access database, then it should reside on the Web server.There is no way to secure
an IIS connection to Access when Access is located on a network drive.

Delegation of Security Credentials
In previous version of IIS, access to resources on servers other than the Web server 
was difficult.There was no capability to pass security credentials from one server to
another.

IIS 5.0 and Windows 2000 allow delegation of authority. Security credentials,
therefore, can be used to secure access to remote databases and to participate in n-tier
(multiple-level client server programs in which parts of the code lies on multiple sys-
tems).Table 19.2 identifies which type of authentication can be used with this feature.

Table 19.2 Delegation of Authority and IIS 5.0

Authentication Mode Delegation of Security 
Credentials

Anonymous—IIS controls anonymous No
account password

Anonymous—IIS does NOT control Yes
anonymous account password

Basic Yes

Windows Integrated when NTLM No
is used

Windows Integrated when Kerberos Yes
is used

Digest No

Certificate Mapping with IIS 5.0 Yes
Mapper

Certificate Mapping with Windows No
Mapper

To use delegation of authority, you must set the Trusted for Delegation option on each
computer you will use.You can override this option on an account-by-account basis.

Tip
Do not allow the Administrator account to be used in a delegation of authority scenario. To do so is to

open up too much of a security hole. There will be too many opportunities for abuse.
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Using SSL
If you are going to use SSL on this server, you must remember to make sure the
Certificate Revocation List (CRL) is available for checking, and you must remember
to back up the Web server certificate.

Tools
IIS 5.0 takes advantage of the security facilities offered by Windows 2000. In addition
to a specific IIS 5.0 administration snap-in, numerous Windows 2000 security features
are used.You have already seen how authentication and file access control can support
granular security control of Web site access.Tools fall into two categories: those pro-
vided with the Windows 2000 product and those provided afterwards to assist in
securing the Web server.

Security Tools and Services Released with the Product
Every Windows 2000 tool and service (security infrastructure) that can be used to
secure the operating system, or to secure communications between systems, can be
used to support IIS 5.0 security. In addition, there are IIS-specific tools and configura-
tions. Security infrastructure includes

n IPSec. IPSec can be used to secure communications between Windows 2000
systems. By setting IPSec policy, you can lock down communications.

n VPN. L2TP over IPSec and PPTP can be used to create Windows 2000 VPNs.

n Certificate Services. Certificate Services can be used to support user authenti-
cation via certificates (smart card support is available) and to support server
authentication via SSL or TLS.

n The IIS 5.0 Snap-in. The snap-in enables many security-based configurations
as identified in previous sections.

n Security Configuration and Analysis. Apply security templates based on
your policy.Analyze current Web server conditions against this policy.

n Security Templates. Review and create templates to be used with Security
Configuration and Analysis or Group Policy Objects (GPOs). (Two additional
Web-specific templates are provided in the Server Resource Kit.)

n Group Policy. Centrally set, maintain and audit settings specific to different
types of Web servers, intranets, the Internet, and extranets. Servers can be placed
in OUs specific to their usage and a GPO developed for each.

n Performance tools. Establishing security can degrade the performance of a
server.To determine the affect of various security options, use Performance
Monitor before and after applying the security feature or use WCAT, a script-
driven, command-line-based tool. (See the section “Security Overhead” later in
this chapter.)
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n Active Directory Services Interface (ADSI). IIS Admin Objects can be
scripted suing ADSI. Here are some of the things you can do:You can access and
set these com automation-base objects using VB,VBScript, JScript, Java, or C++.
You can set access permissions, control the anonymous password, map client cer-
tificates, set TTL for passwords retained in the memory cache, set pass-through
authentication on network shares, and establish delegation of authority for
servers that are part of an n-tier application.

n Internet Server Security Configuration Tool. Shortly after the release of
Windows 2000, Microsoft provided a downloadable tool that can be used to
lock down IIS 5.0 servers.This tool is described and compared to default and
resource kit–provided template settings in the following section,“Internet Server
Security Configuration Tool.”

Internet Server Security Configuration Tool
This tool is downloadable from http://www.microsoft.com.The tool can be used to
lock down an IIS 5.0 server.Two executables are provided. One is used to interview
the user about the nature of the Web site and to prepare a file used in configuration.
The other takes the prepared, site-specific configuration file and the provided
hisecweb.inf security template and configures security on the site.Although documen-
tation is sparse, a readme file identifies the executables and their syntax and warns the
user to review the hisecweb.inf file and modify it to suite his policy before running
the configuration tool. No instructions are given for using the tool over multiple
servers in any other way than by manually running the tool at each server. In fact, the
readme file specifically indicates that the tool cannot be run remotely, although the
syntax would allow you to think it might.The tool does not profess to cover every
security aspect (it does not deal with multiple NIC cards), it recognizes that policy
demands can be different (it tells the user to examine the hisecweb.inf file before run-
ning the tool), and it warns the user that he should not assume that the tool is a
panacea or permanent solution to Web site security issues.The user also is cautioned
that he should understand what the tool is doing and not just apply it blindly because
it might not suite the user’s requirements.

To use the tool, you should

n Identify the tool files and how to use them

n Understand how Security Configuration and Analysis and Security Templates
work

n Compare the hisecweb.inf settings to other possible templates for IIS 5.0 servers
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Tool Files and How They Are Used

Tool files and their use are listed in Table 19.3.

Table 19.3 Tool Files

File Function

hisecweb.inf Security template for Web servers. Is applied when you run the
configuration tool.

IISConfig The executable.Applies the results of the survey and the
hisecweb.inf.

Using the Tool

To use the tool:

1. Create the unique policy file by opening default.htm in a Web browser and
answering questions appropriate for your site.This creates the security file
(default name IISTemplate.txt) and places it on the desktop.Table 19.4 lists the
questions and identifies file entries if a “No” answer is given.

2. Review hisecweb.inf and make sure you change any settings that conflict with
your organization’s policy.You can review the file by creating a database in
Security Configuration and Analysis and then using the Analyze feature. (Refer
to Chapter 9,“Security Tools,” for information on this tool.)

3. Run IISConfig to lock down the server.Test to make sure that applications and
services that should work do and that settings have not opened up new holes.
Table 19.4 identifies the Web server settings generated as a result of creating the
policy file in step 1.Table 19.5 compares the settings in hisecweb.inf to those in
secureintranetwebserver.inf and secureinternetwebserver.inf.

Table 19.4 IIS Configuration Tool Policy File

Question File Entry if Answer is No Result if Applied with
IISConfig

Remotely administer Remote Admin = False Remote Admin services
this computer using are disabled.
Windows Networking?

Remotely administer Remote WebAdmin = False Remote Admin Services
this computer over are disabled.
the Web?

Use this server as a FTP = False FTP service is disabled.
File Transfer Protocol
server?

continues
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Table 19.4 Continued

Question File Entry if Answer is No Result if Applied with
IISConfig

Use this server as an SMTP = False SMTP service is disabled.
Internet email server?

Use this computer as NNTP = False NNTP service is disabled.
an Internet news server?

Use Secure Sockets SSL = False SSL is not used.
Layer Transport Layer
Security (SSL/TLS) on
this server?

Use this computer as Telnet = False Telnet service is disabled.
Telnet server?

Allow files other than Other than asp = False Extensions for other
static files (.TXT, .HTML scripts are removed.
.GIF, and so on) and
active server pages to
be served?

Use Internet printing? InternetPrinting = False Internet printing is not
allowed.

Keep the Web samples? Keepsample = False Permissions on sample
folders are removed.

Web Security Templates
The hisecweb.inf template that comes with the configuration tool will lock down
many features of the server.Two other templates are included with the Windows 2000
Resource Kit.Table 19.5 lists the features affected by the templates and shows where
they differ.

Table 19.5 Comparing Web Security Templates

Entry hisecweb Secure Internet Secure Intranet
Web Server Web Server

Password 24 days 6 6
history

password age 2 days 14 14
min

Password age 2 days 60 60
max

Password 8 char. 7 7
length
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Entry hisecweb Secure Internet Secure Intranet
Web Server Web Server

Complexity Enabled Enabled Enabled
requirement

Lockout 5 logon 8 8
threshold— attemps
invalid logon
attempts

AUDIT POLICY

Audit account Success/ SF/ S/F
logon failure

Audit account Success/ F F
management failure

Audit logon Success/ S/F S/F
events failure

Audit object Failure No audit No audit
access

Audit policy Success/ S/F S/F
change failure

Audit privilege Success/ F F
use failure

Audit system Success/ S/F S/F
events failure

USER RIGHTS

Access this Authenticated Everyone Everyone
computer from Users
the network:
puff3\iwam_puff,
Administrators,
Backup Operators,
Power Users,
Users, Everyone,
PUFF3\iusr_puff3
to Authenticated
Users

SECURITY OPTIONS

Additional No access Do not allow Do not allow 
restrictions for without enumeration enumeration
anonymous explicit of SAM accounts of SAM accounts
users anonymous or shares or shares

permissions

continues
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Table 19.5 Continued

Entry hisecweb Secure Internet Secure Intranet
Web Server Web Server

SECURITY OPTIONS

Audit use of Enabled Not defined Not defined
backup and
restore

Clear virtual Enabled Enabled Enabled
memory
pagefile

Digitally sign Enabled Not defined Not defined
client
communications
(always)

Digitally sign Enabled Not defined Not defined
server
communications
(always)

Digitally sign Enabled Not defined Not defined
server
communications
(when possible)

Do not Enabled Not defined Not defined
display last
username 

LAN Manager Send NTLMv2 Send NTLM Send NTLM
Authentication response only response only response only

\refuse LM and
NTLM

Message text This is a Not definied Not defined
for users private computer
attempting to system <add your
log on own text>

Message title ATTENTION! Not defined Not defined
for users
attempting to
log on

Restrict Enabled Enabled Enabled
CD-ROM
access to locally
logged on user
only
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Entry hisecweb Secure Internet Secure Intranet
Web Server Web Server

SECURITY OPTIONS

Restrict floppy Enabled Enabled Enabled
access to
locally logged
on user only

Secure Enabled Not defined Not defined
channel—
digitally encrypt
or sign secure
channel data
(always)

Secure Not defined Enabled Enabled
channel—
digitally encrypt
or sign secure
channel data
(when possible)

Secure Enabled Not defined Not defined
channel—
require strong
(windows 2000
or later) session key

SETTINGS FOR EVENT LOGS

Maximum 512 kilobytes 6,144 6,144
application
log size

Maximum 10,240 kilobytes 6,144 6,144
security log
size

Maximum 5,112 kilobytes 6,144 6,144
system log
size

Restrict Enabled Enabled Enabled
guest access to
application
log: enabled

Restrict Enabled Enabled Enabled
guest access
to security
log: enabled

continues
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Table 19.5 Continued

Entry hisecweb Secure Internet Secure Intranet
Web Server Web Server

SETTINGS FOR EVENT LOGS

Restrict guest Enabled Enabled Enabled
access to system
log: enabled

Retain 7 days Not defined Not defined
application log

Retain 7 days Not defined Not defined
system log

Retention By days As needed As needed
method for
application log

Retention As needed Manual Manual
method for
security log

Retention By days As needed As needed
method for
system log

SYSTEM SERVICES

Alerter Disabled Disabled Not defined

Clipbook Disabled Disabled Not defined

Computer Disabled Not defined Not defined
browser

DHCP client Disabled Not defined Not defined

IPSec Policy Automatic Not defined Not defined
agent

Messenger Disabled Not defined Not defined

Net Logon— Manual Not defined Not defined
manual

Print Spooler Disabled Not defined Not defined

Remote Access Disabled Disabled Not defined
Connection
Manager

Remote Disabled Disabled Not defined
Registry
Service

Simple Mail Disabled Not defined Not defined
Transport Protocol
(SMTP)
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Entry hisecweb Secure Internet Secure Intranet
Web Server Web Server

SYSTEM SERVICES

Task Disabled Not defined Not defined
Scheduler

Windows Manual Not defined Not defined
Time

TCP/IP Not defined Disabled Not defined
NetBIOS
helper

Monitoring, Measuring, and Maintaining
A heightened schedule of monitoring and auditing is necessary on any Web server.
The Security Configuration and Analysis tool can be used to analyze server settings to
make sure the desired configuration is still in place.Audit logs need to be examined
on a daily basis.Additional monitoring tools such as intrusion detection programs and
the logs and alerts of firewalls should be in place and used.

In addition, performance-monitoring tools can be used to ensure that the server
can be upgraded as necessary, or additional servers can be added to ensure acceptable
response times and to prevent overloads from taking the Web site down.

Security Overhead
There are two reasons for seeking the answer to the question,“How much perfor-
mance overhead is incurred when establishing security?” One is to ensure that 
performance does not suffer by anticipating requirements and adding servers, proces-
sors, memory, or other resources that will allow the Web site to both be secure and
provide fast, efficient access.The second reason is to allay fears and objections of man-
agement.A reason for not applying security is often the imagined performance hit. By
measuring systems before and after applying security, you can determine the impact.
By continually monitoring your Web site, you will be assured that growth in its use
can be met by adding the necessary upgraded or expanded components, not by any
degradation in security.A number of counters can provide useful statistics.The follow-
ing are areas to watch:

n Processor activity and processor queue. IP address checking, SSL, and
encryption all can increase processor use. Both privileged and user mode proces-
sor activity will increase.There will also be an increased number of context
switches (changing from user to privileged mode and back again).
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n Physical memory used. There will be increased storage of user information
and retrieval. Physical memory is used in the encryption, and decryption process
SSL keys are 40 bits to 1,024 bits. Larger keys will consume more memory.

n Network traffic. If Windows Integrated authentication is used, there will be
increased activity between the IIS server and the domain controller.

n Latency and delays. Encryption and decryption can mean delays. SSL can
make downloads 10 to 100 times slower.

Many of the larger increases in activities are due to encryption and decryption
processes. Custom and off-the-shelf hardware can be purchased to offset the impact of
encryption. Special cryptoboards manage SSL processing. Some network cards have
the capability to offload IPSec encryption from the processor to the card.

WCAT is a command-line application. It makes available canned, prepared test
workloads, or you can create your own.To estimate the effects of security under vari-
ous workloads, you run each workload once without the added security and once
with it.WCAT simulates clients and Web servers.To operate WCAT you do the 
following:

n Use at least one client machine, which acts as a host to many virtual clients.

n Use the Web server.

n Use a server to act as a controller, to run the tool, and to collect the statistics.

n Provide a dedicated link for the test.You want to isolate your test results from
unrelated network traffic.Although no Web server runs in a vacuum, there is no
way to ensure the same amount of “noise” between both cycles of the test
except to eliminate all noise during both tests.

n Capture and then analyze data using the WCAT’s log, IIS 5.0 logging, and
Performance Monitor.

What is Suspicious Activity?
Many tools, including the native Windows 2000 Security Log, the Web Server Log,
and third-party products, can provide you with information on your system.The prob-
lem, then, becomes how to take that information and determine what types of activity
should be inspected closer.

The following are some indications of suspicious activity:

n Multiple failed commands (users attempting to run commands)

n Attempts to upload files to a location where no uploading should occur 
(especially to any executable or scripts directory)

n Attempts to access Web administration or operating system folders and subfolders

n Attempts to write to executable or script directories

n Excessive requests from a single IP address attempting to overload or cause a
denial-of-service attack.
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Best Practices
In addition to following best practices for securing the server, you should follow these:

n Review and appropriately modify a higher-security template and then apply it.

n Always use NTFS and use DACLs.

n Review and lock down security on the volume root.

n Review and lock down security on Web server administration folders.

n Shut down unnecessary services.

n Unbind NetBIOS from TCP/IP.

n Segregate types of files (scripts, executables, static) and set DACLs appropriately.

n Use the right authentication model for the purpose of the Web server.

n Place a firewall between the Internet and the Web server and only allow the pas-
sage of appropriate connection types (such as port 80 for HTTP) through the
firewall to the Web server.

n Apply the appropriate level of security for the purpose of the Web server (for
example, intranet vs. Internet vs. extranet vs. a Web server that serves both public
and private data).

n Maximize the use of Windows 2000 security features such as Group Policy,
Security Configuration and Analysis, IPSec,VPN, IAS, and so on in the design
and implementation of your security structure.

For More Information
This chapter discusses services for which complementary information exists in other
chapters of this book.The following list should serve as a referral source for you in
locating this information.

Information on DACLs can be found in Chapter 6,“Security from the Get-Go.”

To review how to use security tools to set and analyze policies, refer to Chapter 9,
“Security Tools,” and Chapter 16,“Securing the Network Using Distributed
Security Services.”

For help with Professional, Server, or domain-level policies, see Chapters 10, 11,
and 12, respectively.

Chapter 8,“Lifecycle Choices,” provides information on auditing and on 
installation issues that impact DACLs.
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Summary
Securing Web servers is a larger topic than one mere chapter can sufficiently cover.
This chapter has outlined an approach by breaking the process down into four areas:

n Securing the server

n Securing the Web site

n Using security tools

n Monitoring, measuring, and maintaining security

By discussing securing a Web server, this chapter has completed the task of serving up
a smorgasbord of Windows 2000 security components.Your network might use all of
these features in various areas. Many people tell me that, after an intensive study of
Windows 2000 security features, they feel like they know a lot about many parts but
not much about putting it all together.This is akin to knowing how to create great
deserts, meats, and vegetables but not knowing how to develop a meal plan that will
adequately feed the family.The next chapter pulls it all together by talking about one
company’s implementation of these features.
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